Aura Poly Print - Ceiling Tile
Acoustic Ceiling Tile ( T frame compatible
)

Performance
Absorption coefficient | 100mm air gap

Features
Technical Information

Absorption Range: 315 Hz to 4000 Hz
Acoustic Class: A | (aw) = 0,9
Recycled PET absorption - Class 1 product according to the OEKOTEX@ Standard 100.
_______
This product is available in the following Fire Rate:
FR | Fire Rated
PRODUCT COMPOSITION:
Aura Print Patterns | Print Finishes (FR)
- Print Finishes
- Sound PET acoustic core - Euro Class B

* also available for imperial sized ceiling grids,
upon request.
_______
Metric Ceiling Grid | 600x600mm
The PET core is a material made entirely from recycled PET plastic,
that undergoes an environmentally-friendly transformation
process into the non-woven acoustic core we use in this panel. To
keep this process as efficient as possible, the thickness of the
product may vary slightly (±3mm).

Dimensions:
FR - PP | 595x595x20mm | 0.42 Kg

Aura Poly Print - Ceiling Tile
Acoustic Ceiling Tile ( T frame compatible
)

Aura Poly Print is made entirely from recycled PET, a sustainable material with exceptional acoustic properties. This ceiling tile range o ers a choice of
high-resolution printed solid colours, patterns and textures that create stunning visuals e ects – from abstract art to simulating real claddings and
materials.
These minimalistic lightweight panels drop easily on standard European ceiling grids, granting fast, effortless installation.

Product finishes
(FR - PP) PET Print Finishes

FR | (P001) Dijon

FR | (P0010) Mint

FR | (P0011) Cloud

FR | (P0012) Raven

FR | (P0013) Porcelain

Purpose
- RT Reduction
- Improving speech intelligibility
- High frequency absorption

FR | (P0014) Light Blue

FR | (P002) Klein

FR | (P004) Peanut

FR | (P005) Shadow

FR | (P006) Stone

Recommended for
- Office

FR | (P007) Art Blue

FR | (P008) Atmosphere

FR | (P009) Tan

- Hospitality
- Public Spaces
- Conference Room
- Auditorium

